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THE

ormo/10..
i 1fti VI l~®LP.JIIL41L i ®llfl®®IL,
AT ST. CLOUD, .fA:INU-. ,
Sustained by the State for the Training of Its Teachers.
COURSES OF STU.DY.
1. An Advanced Course, ext ending through five yea rs.
2. An Elementary Cou rse, ex t en ding through three years.
1. Elementary Cours e, one year.
3. Graduate Courses \ 2. Advaneed Course, two years.
3. Kindergarten Course,. one year.
The Diploma of either course is a State Certificate of qualification of the First Grade
good for two years. At the expiration of two years, the Diploma may be endorsed, making it
a certificate of qualification of the first grade, good for five years if an Elementary diploma,
or a Permanent Certificate if an Advanced diploma.
The demand for trained teachers in Minnesota greatly exceeds the supply. Tbe bc:st of
the graduates readily obtain positions at good salaries.

ADMISSION.
Graduates of High Schools and Colleges are admitted to the Graduate Courses without
examination. Applicants holding a second-grade county certificate are admitted to the Cclass
witl:fout examination. Applicants who do not hoJd a second-grade certificate must be fifteen
years of age at their nearest birthday, a nd to be admitted must: pass a creditable examination
in Orthography, Reading , Grammar and Language, the general Geography of the world, and
Arithmetic equivalent to the demands for a second-grade certificate in these subjects. All the
advantages of the school are FREE to those who pledge themselves to teach two years ia the
public schools oftbe state.

EXPENSE OF LIVING IS VERY MODRRATE.
Living at the Ladies' Home, including furnished room, heat, light and table board, is $3.50
per week. Board in private families may be had at rates ranging from $2.50 to $4 per week.
Excellent opportunities are offered for self-boarding.
Catalogues, givin~ full information, are mailed free· to any address. Any questions will
receive prompt att ention. Address the President,

GEO. R. KLEEEERGER,
St. Cloud., Minn.

D

R. T. A. PATTISON,
DE:NTIST.
♦

Over Merchants Nationa( Bank•'

Dr. J. H. BEATY,
tf.omeopat~ic P~9sicia9 a9d Sur~
geot;1.
OFFICE: Corner Fifth ave. and First St. South.
Hours, 10 to 12 a. m. and 2 to 4 and 7 to 8 p. m.
Residence, 400 Fifth ave. S. Telephone 14-2.

- I S THE-

Teachers' Favorite Line
-TOMcClure Block, 5th Ave. South.
Office hours from 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.

~ ~

PIONEER MEAT MARKET,
JAKE TROSSEN, Prop.

Chicago and St Louis and All
Points East and South.

. .... .

Buffet Library, Compartment and
Standard Sleepers, R.eclining Chair
Cars (Seats Free), Dining C~rs ( on
Cafe Plan.)
Electric Lighted and Steam Heated
Throughout .
•

I

.....

I.

For tickets, maps, tim~ tables, rates
and any information apply to your
nearest railroad ticket agent.
OR TO

Kansas City Beef a Specialty.
Telephone 4/'l-2

1.28 Fifth Ave. S.

RE.Sllt CUJJC.S 8:tl JdE:,llJ.t, ll?JIE BE.SlJ.t J171Jil$,
7l]'W lJ.t}IE BE.SlJ.t Sil EVE~¥lJ.tJll]\IG
n the meat line can be obtained at

'KILIAN & CO.'S MEAT MARKET,
1.1.6 5th Avenue South.

J. R. HASTINGS,
General Supt.,
St. Paul, Minn.

W. 5.
)fe!

GEO. P. LYMAN,
Gen. PMS. Agent,
St. Paul, Minn.

ELLIOTT

Has a Complete Stock of
Latest Styles. Full Dress
~ Suits a Specialty.

18 Fifth Avenue S.

(Old German Am. Bank Bldg.)

a. S, BRIHHAM,

Smith, the Gun and Lock Smith,

V\\.~%\.e\.Q.~ - Q.~~ - '8U.l'2,~0~.

-Carries a Full Line of.-

Office, 27 5th Ave. South.
- SPO~TitlG "' GOODS.
R.esidence, 424 3d Ave. South. Bicycles and Trunks Repaired. , 8 5th Ave. N.
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When 1n Need of

WALBRIDCE & PONTIUS,
PROPRIETORS OF

-:-BARBER SHOP -.-.
And Bath Rooms,
Under Grand Central Hotel.
l@"'Ladies' Haircutting and Shampooing

~~p~

i

-c::srD

BOOTS., .
S:S::OES and.
B"'CT"EEEBS.,
Do not forget to call on

• • J .. W. WOLTER, • •

the Cheapest Shoe man in the city.
614 St. Germain Street.

**

'Ellso a great line of Uennts Sboes.
STOP AT THE

MINNESOTA HOUSE.
/

SWEETEN YOUR LIFE,
and make your little ones
happy by buying

FIN.E FRESH CAN.DIES, *
* AN.D CHOICE FRUITS,
All kinds of

... Tobaccos and Cigars -- A T -

FUFF ER.OS . .,
No. 607 St. Germain St.

Deutsches Gast und Kosthaus.

CEO. H. OVERBECK, Prop.
Rates: $1 per day or $3.50 to $5 per week._ Specia.l
rates b y the month made on applieat10n.

BOER m.

J. c.

m. n.

519 St. Germain Street.
Office hours:

FIRST NATIONAL BANK,
ST. CLOUD, JY.'.CINN.

CAPITAL,

All Business Connected with General Banking will Receive Prompt Attention.
DIRECTORS.

11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m., 2 to 4 in the H. P. Bell, L. W. Collins,
W. Powell. W. B. Mitchafternoon, 7 to 8 evening.
ell, John Cooper, L .
Clark, John .Zapp, :Tohn
Bensen, J. G . Smith .

BOWING ... B~os.,
handle a full line of

Kennedy's - Crackers - and - Cakes.
v

These are the Best Goods on the Murket.

CAMPHELL GREENHOUSE.
Cut Flowers Always on Hand.
Funeral and Wedding Designs Made.
Corner Third avenue and 3½ Street South.

$100,000

AND

OFFICERS.

J. G. SMITH, President.
L . W. COLLINS, Vice-Paeo .
Ed . SMITH, Cashier.
E. K Or.ARK, Asst. Cash-

ier.

GRAND CENTRAL
WEST HOTELS.

ffBATEO WITt{ STEAlYI.
. .
I.tlGt{TEO WITt{ EI.tECT~ICITY.
Anyone wanting comfortable rooms at
either hotel, with or without board, satisfaction, prices and accommodation guaranteed.
Special prices made to clergymen, teachers in
public schools and students at Normal.

D.S. HAYWARD,
PROPRIETOR,
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That Expresses it Exactly. Of course you can go to the other stores and pay
more for the same article t'han we ask, hut you will not get any better, for we
sell the B"st Qoocls .M_acli. If you have lived .in this vicinity long eno1,1gh
to become thoroughly acquainted you won't Lhink ot buying any article before
looking at our assortment If a new-comer or « st ranger asks your friends or
a neighbor, they will tell you, what nearly everyone knows, that we are headquarters for the Best Goods ~t the Lowest Prices We_ take pride in posting
our customers on what goods are worth, q.tJd showtng them how t@ save
money int.he line of Men's and Boys' Clothing, Hats, Furnishings, etc.

~ M,ETZROljH BROS., Heliable Clothiers.

.

'

Merchants :-: National :-: Bank
IF YOUR WATCH NEEDS

~F ST. CLOUD, MINN.
CAPITAL,

Banking in all its Branches.
-:!nterest paid upon Time [)eposits.

REPAIRING~

In Our ~nvfng"" ~.,,pa•·t~ent, ..
Deposits received in sums of $1.00 and upwards.
a llowed upon sums of $5.00 and upwards.

TIMOTHY FOLEY,
President.
R. B. BROWER ,
2nd Vire-President.

0

Interest

C. M. HERTIG~
Vice-President.
0. H. HA VlLL,
Cas hier .

9/ormal

liablets.

~it%.f©@~lF ~ ~@@¾

A TWO OD BLOCK

~it©fr'®o

TAKE IT TO

. , _8~5(~ ~ Fouotaio

l

P"os ..•
~......,.....-...,,.-_.......,_

!

519 ST, GERMAIN STREET

C

,botoorapber
ww,w~ ...
V

J
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U.:,rices.to Stutlents.

We have a new set of
six elegant Head•
grounds; see them
in our latest Platinos . . . . . . .
701 St. Germain .St.

VOLUME VII .

ST. CLOUD, MINN ., MARCH, 1898.

NUMBER

6.

complicate d motions: We instinctively assume that the.re is some energy
behind these actions; and that this energy acts according to certain principles, or laws. This energ y we have
Editor-in.Chief ........ ..... ..... .. ............... W . J . Ma rquis.
Thus
Associate Editor ......... . ........ ........ . !'. M. Mag nusso n . denoniminated human nature.
Child-Study .... ......... .... ...... .. ........ ..I sab el L a wrence. we say:
It is human nctture for a
Alumni .. ......... . ...... ... .. ...... ........... Winifred Ke nedy.
Locals ............ .. ........ ....... .. ... .. ....... ... ...... .. E dna Rich. mo ther to care for her babe; it is huSocieties .. .. ... .... .. .... .. .. .. ..... . .. .. ... .. .. . G. A. Stannard mnn nature to return good for good; it
B ·
M
·
f P. P. Colgrove.
usmess
a n a g er .. .......... .... .. . •···--1H. w . Getch ell . is human nature to satisfy the appetites.
Published monthly during the school yea r at the
This human nature, thi ~ cause which
State Normal school at St. Cloud.
Entered at the post office 11t St. Cloud as s econd we hold responsible for the emotions
class ,mall matter, 18\15.
of out bodies, is often called the mind
or th e soul. From the Greek word for
Subscription, 50 Cts. a Year .
"soul" a nd for "knowledge" we have
Single Copies, 10 Cents.
form ed the wo ~d now commonly used
for the science of human nature,
NOTICEpsychology.

Subscribers will receive the Normalia
until notice of discontinuance is give1i
and all arrearages are pai"d.
A blue mark here (
' ) means that
your subscription has expired.

CONC E PTS TO BE APPERCEIV E D .

Nature, energy, cause, principle, law.
Illustrations-Use the concepts enumerated
:ibove in ans wering the following:
1. What is the nature of an acorn?
2 . What is the lawofgunpowder'sbehavior
when a burning match comes in contact
A NOTE BOOK ON HUrlAN NATURE. with it?
.
3 . What makes a watch go?
4. Why do not men gather grapes from
BY P. M. MAGNUSSON.
thorns and figs from thistles?

Introductory.

PROBLEMS OF HUMAN NATURE.

1.
John's fist suddenly occupies the space
whilom occupied by Bill's nose, and said nose
''HUMAN NATURE."
assumes a flattened aspect. Now why should
"Nature" is that which bears or pro- the corner or Bill's mouth go down and his
duces. It is the assumed cause and ex- fists double up and make a bee-line for John's
head? ,
·
planation of things and events.

CHAPTER I.

2.

Daily we observe certain bimana go "With one stroke of my pencil," said the artist,
through a number of very curious and "I can make the smiling child's face assume the
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aspect of weeping," Said his misanthropic from our own childhood, that when an
friend: "I could do that with a rod." Explain eatable dainty came within our horizon
the human nature (not in the man but in the
there was an aching void felt; and the
child) underlying the transformation?
3.
Child cries; sees its lnotber; . stops crying.
Why?
(.

Why do advertisers generally use superlatives?
5.
Why is nowadays 49cts a more common
price 1 han 50cts in popular stores?
6.
Why can you as a rule rely more on the
friendship of a man if you have allowed him to
help you than if you have helped him.

7.
A bicy<:list has a fall. The first thing be does
after gettiug up is to look anx_iously around.
Why?
8.
You are ashamed when scantily clothed; the
Hindu isn't; why?
SUGGESTION.

In solving these problems, be sure to bring
out prnminently the trait in human nature
each case exemplifies.
EXAMPLES.

Give three examples of principles of human
nature.

CHAPTER II.
METHOD AND EVIDENCE.

We can study human nature, or, psychology, by simply observing human
actions, classifying these, and by inductive reasoning make generalizations.
Thus it can be established with tolerable certainty that if an ablebodied
boy and a jar of toothsome preserves
are left in close proximity and solitude
for the space of half an hour, the boy
and not the jar will be outside the preserves. This is the objective or natural
science method of studying psychology.
But we know more about this case
than any amount of mere observation
could ever teach us. We remember

two - the void and the eatable-seemed
strangely destined for each other.
Now wh~.n we see boy and jam in conj~nction we conclude that the same
void and the same desire and conviction exist in the present boy. If we
had not ourselves experienced feelings
and desires we could never even have
imagined what they are like; and if we
had not noticed the connection between our decisions, and convictions
with our own bodily actions, we would
never have suspected, even that behind
the actions of others there were
th()ughts and emotions. But now our
own human nature suggests the same
'·internal" new world in every other
being similar to ourselves. This is the
introspective method.
Next, it is important to notice that
men naturally assume that the subjective state of mind is the ca.u se of the
objective action of the body. We eat
because we are hungry, we kiss because
we love, we read because we have a
have a desue to know, and not vice
versa, is the universal judgment of
mankind.
CONCEPTS TO BE APPERCEIVE.0.

. Objective.
Subjective.
Psychological Method.
Psych@logical Evidence.
Examples of the concepts above should be
given by the pupils.
PRO.B LEMS IN PSYCHOLOGICAL METHOD AND
EVIDENCE.

1.

Scene: Southern barnyard with hencoop.
Time: Midnight. Owner: "What are you
doing there, Sambo?" Sambo, discovered with
sack in hand before hen µouse: "Oh, Mistah
Johnson, l jis' come down to shet the doo',
case yoh had fo'gotten. Powerful lot o' skunks
round hey ah, yob kqow."
What psychological evidence (reason) have
you for not believing the darkey?

5
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2.
Baby climbs up on a chair. Chair tips and
baby falls and hurts itself. Baby rises in righteous wrath and smites the chair "hip and
thigh." What wrong evidence did the child
allow in its psychol@gical reasoning?

3.

as we notice, does not always give reliable
results. Why? If 1this method fails us,
what shall we do to get at the psychological
truth?
11.
By what psychological method would you
discover means by which to conciliate an

-h
n a t reason h ave you t o b e 1·1eve that a· enemy?
tntmp is hungry, when he saws wood for two
By what method would you discover what
hours for a piece of bread an<l butter?
kind offairy:tales children prefer.
4.

A man stands on a rock. The rock is in the

CHAPTER III.

sea, ten miles from land . Tide · is rising and THREE PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECT$ OF HU·
will cover the rock. No boat or human being
MAN NATURE.
is likely to ccime within sight for days. Have
you any evidence as to the feelings and the
I.
Strictly speaking consciousness
thoughts @f that man? Where, for example, cannot be divided into parts, nor are
does he wish he were?
the mental activities of such a sort
5.
that one can be said to exist distinct
But he may contemplate suicide. How docs from another, except in time. But this
this possibly modify your former conclusion11?
same activity is so rich and manysided
6.
A man sows grain. For what psychological
facts does this afford proof to you? For example, what purpose does he have? How do
you know he plows for the future harvest?
7.
A dog buries a bone. What purpose, if any,
does he have? If you think he plans for the
future, how do you know?
8
A squirrel gathers nuts and stores them
away. He has never lived over a winter. He
has been brought up in a cage away from
other animals. No one could have told him
that winter is coming. What purpose, if any,
does he have? If you think he plans for the
winter how do you know?

9.
The cells of the combs built by bees are of
such a form as to give the greatest number of
cells of a given size with the least amount of
wax and in the smallest space possible. Before
men could have invented the honeycomb they
would have had to solve the problem by
geometry. What doi-s it prove about the bees?
That they are expert geometricians? Why?

10.
Notice that the method we use in the above
is always: If! were in this man's squirrel's or
bee's body and circumstances and performed
these actions, what feelings, th0ughts and purposes would I have? This procedure, however,

that it may well be viewed from several standpoints. It has been found
very convenient to view mind-activity
from three sides. Hence we have three
important aspects of the mind.
The most natural and direct way of
looking on "mind," or "human nature,"
is to consider it an activity or perhaps
rather, the source of the activity of the
body . This aspect has been called the
·'will," though, strictly used, the word
"will" scarcely covers the subject.
The mind strives to copy in its own
little world the truths, laws, relations,
realities, of the big world. This truthseeking process is what we nil thinking. Or, rather, the "mental" activities
of man looked at from one point of
view appear as truth-seeking activit ~es.
Soul life may be described as a going
out from ourselves in the attempt of
following the footsteps of the Great
Mind whose thought is the universe.
From this aspect consciousness is an
out-going process from the subject, the
individual; and hence we may call this
the "objective aspect" of human nature.
( Thinking, knowing, cognitive
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faculties, intellect, are synonyms.)
But the world is after us as well as we
after the world.
When the world
bumps up against us we react, and the
inner side of this reaction is a feeling.
From this aspect consciousness is an
inward-tending activity, by which we
make the great forces of the universe
our individual property, and receive
their impression into the very fibre of
our individuality.
In our feelings we
find our "ownest," innermost, truest selt.
Or, strictly speaking, our teelings are
that side of our mental activity which
is particularly and in a special sense
our side, the subject's side. Hence let
us call this the subjective aspect of
human nature. [ Feelings, sensibilities,
passive aspect, are more or less good
synonyms.]

with the ordinary aspect. · ,Notice the colors.
4. Give several examples of the three psychological aspects of human nature. Expand
the material below in psychological language.
Tell which aspect is most prominent in each
example.
EXPAND THE FOLLOWING EXAMPLES:

1.

Boy sees fish. Baits hook, lets down into
water. Catch! Lauds the fish.
Model: 'l'he seeing of the fish is an act of
knowing, but is probably accompanied by a
strong emotion of delight. When he catches
the fish the emotional side is doubtless the
stronger. The boy is simply wild with delight.
In the landing of the fish · though doubtless
both the emotional and and intellectual aspects of the boy's activity are very important,
the active aspect is the one from which we
naturally would view the case. We say: The
boy decided, willed, to lift the fish out of the
water, and bent all his energies to that purpose.
2.

CONCEPTS TO BE APPERCEIVED.

-Young man just under the eves makes his
Aspect,
best bow to somebody. Snow on eyes. L@osActive aspect, or acting,
ens. Falls*,.* between collar and neck. Oh!!!
Objective aspect, or thinking.
3.
Subjective aspect or feeling,
6x6==36
Expand the following illustrations of the
concept aspects:
4.
(A Hindo example.) Around a market place
Singing the doxology.
are placed mirrors. In every mirror the same
market place is seen. But there is a different
PART. I.
scene in every "mirror .

2.
How. different the same distance looks HUMAN NATURE AS ACTIVITY,
from the top of a tower from what it appears
or
from the bottom!
MAN
AS
DOING;
THE "WILL."
Model:
From the top the distance appears very
much more magnificent than from the bottom.
CHAPTER IV.
The lower part of the tower appears narrower
than it really is- From the bottom the upper
part appears smaller. These are two aspects
IMPULSES.
ofthe same objeets-the tower and its surroundings. The same elements appear in each
I. The simplest way of looking upbut in different arrangements and proportions. on mental activity consists ·in viewing
The emphasis of attention is located differentit as a conscious pressure or tension toly in the two aspects.

ward specific bodily activities. This
mental tension is called impulse.
Lie horizontally on your back ~nd_tur1;1 your
An impulse to be a mental phenom3.

head backwards so that the chm ts directly
above the forehead. Compare and contrast _enon at al l,m ust be a conscious pressure,
the aspect you then get of your surroundings but it may or may not be voluntary,
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and a purpose may or may not be in
consciousne~s. Often purpose and will
are in direct opposition to the impulse.
EXAMPLES OF IMPULSES.

Models:

7

l"ekin is larger than Canton," and he only half
believes it now, thought he barely suspected it
might be so before A spoke and aroused bis anc
tagonism. After half an hours discussion, A is
absolutely sure that Canton is larger, and B
would ·risk his fortune on the proposition that
Pekin is several hundred thousand ahead .

1.

When the giddy clerk sees his corpulent and
dignified principal slip on an icy pavement and
sit down with enthusiastic emphasis and directness. he has an impulse to laugh, but if he
is wise he will demurely look the other way
and "see nothing." This is a case in which impulse and will are at a variance.

9.

Child baking mud pies.
10.

Boy chasing a squirrel.
11.

Boys' pockets generally contain a crowded
population of strings, nails, marbles, pebbles
In the squirrel the impulse of self-preserva- and buttons.
tion (fear) and the impulse to gain knowledge
12.
( curiosity•) often visibly contend for the
Give several examples of impulses, (a) from
mastery. If you keep still you may oiten see
him chattering and trembling run down the your own life, ( b) from your own observation
trunk to get a better view of you, and then run of others, (c) from literature. Be sure to' make
the examples specific. Don't say , for example,
back again shuddering with fear.
Expand the following material \into psycho- " I find I have an impulse to eat when I am
logical language, and give the most appropri- hungry,'! but give a particular case statin,:
ate names you can find to the impulses dis- time, place, and circumstances.
:.I.

covered.

PROBLEMS ON IMPULS E S.

3.

1.

The first thing a boy does after coming to a
Are w e t1espo nsible for impulsive acts done
new well is to climb up on the curbing and look without voluntary a t t ent ion ?
down.

4.

2.

Pla nt t en boys one rod a part on a road Ten
The queen had a slight blemish on her cheek.
She covered it with a crescent shaped piece of minutes a fterwa rd, where a re t he boys in reblack court-plaster. Two days later every lation to each other?
lady in the court circles wore a face turned into
3.
a firmament full of black stars,, crescents,
If a n impulse is a st'riving of human nature
moons, suns, ships and towers. And most of
towa rds something, can there b e an unnatural
them really thought they looked more beautiimpulse?
ful thus .
4.

5.

A fish-hook has entered over the barb into

RDfie's finger. She can not make up her mind
to pull it out, for when she tries it hurts so.
6.
Name the strong impulses in the sheep, the
weasel, the dog, the deer.
7.
The baby will cram everything he can lay his
hand on, into his mouth.
· ·
8.
A aays: ''Canton is largerthan Pekin"-and
he only half believes it himself. B says: "No,

How m ay be impulses be educated?

5.
How m a y an impulse best be inhibited?
Suggestions for solution: If impulses can be
educa ted and suppressed, we really are committing future crimes when we allow an impulse or a class of impulses to grow to dangerous proportions .for society.
·
In (3) much depends on what is meant by
nature and natural. Natural may mean
proper, normal, inevitable; it may also mean
the opposite of artificial, divine, human, or qiabolical.
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CHAPTER V.
INSTINCT, OR BLIND IMPULSE.
I. When conscious action is performed without any purpose in the
mind of the agent, it may be called an
instinctive action, and the blind impulse that prompts it may be called
instinct.
All actions -we do because we feel
like doing them, but without deciding
to do them, would thus be classed as
instinctive.
This is the popular use
of the word, though some psychologists have limited the use of the word
to the more complex acts of this class.

Examples of instincts, or blind impulse.
ExpaLd the following in psychological langu~
age and name the impulse.
1.
Scene: Drawing-room,
personae: ladies;
enter, a mouse. Timid little falsetl o shrieks
· a nd nervous movement of dress.
2.
I find that papers congregate in my desk
that are of no conceivable value to me.
3.

Hold a baby in your arms. Let your arms
and the child descend some two or three feet.
The child grasps his support firmer wlaile descending.
4,

Why do you pull the corners of your mouth
upwards, making what is called a smile, when
you are pleased?

5.
Put down at least one specific case of instinct from your own life.
6.

Relate a specific case of instinct observed by
yoursdf in the lower animals.

.

PROBLEMS OF INSTINCTS .

1.

Whv are all, or at least nearly all, normal
insti;cts beneficial to the individual and to his
speciei,?.

2.
Though thers is no purpose in the agent, yet
most instinctive acts are arranged and executed
as if for a purpose. How does that come to
pass?

CLASSIFICATION OF IMPULSES.
1.
Even while our impµlses are on
the instinctive stage and thus without
any conscious connection, they yet
bear all the marks of finality ( purpose)
as if they were arranged for us by a
higher intelligence. They are all arranged in normal animals, so as to contribute to the evolution of a more perfect life, either by furthering the interests of the individual himself, his
species, or of some other species. Thus
all impulses help in the evolution of
life, or--which is the same thing--in
the realization of some self.
In ,certain impulses the pressure to
activity can be localized, as the impulse
to grasp a support when falling is felt
in the hand, the impulse to eat in the
mouth.
Other impulses cannot be
thus localized.

I. Localized Impulses:
1. Impulses to satisfy appetites.
2,
" avoid pain.
3.
" exercise the muscles.
4.
" use sense organs.
5.
" express feelings by the
body.
II. Impulses not localized.
1. Impulses to mental activity.
a. Impulses to knowledge activity (ex.
curiosity.
b. Impulses to feeling-activity.
2. Impulses to expression.
a. Imp. to expression of knowledge (ex.
to speak.)
b. Imp. to expression of feeling (ex. to
sing.)
3. Selfish impulses.
a. Imp. to self-preservation [ with or
without fear.]
b. Imp. to self-extension.
aa. over impersonal objects.
aaa. Imp . to destroy.
bbb. "
" possess.
ccc..
" construct.
bb. over other persons.
aaa. Imp. to rule.
bbb. "
" conquer, fight.
ccc.
The forensic impulses,
i. e. impulse to dispute, to
demand belief, acquiescence.

THE NORMALIA.
,4. "Altruistic" or race-promoting Imps.
a. Impulses to "other" preservation, or
race preservation.
b. Impulses "other" extension, or raceconformity.
aa. Impulses seek society.
bb.
imitate.
cc.
obey someone.
dd.
peace and submission.
ee.
agree, to be taught, to believe, to acquiesce.
2. Give one original example for each class
and make it, if possible, specific and historically true.
Model: Under II, 3, b, aa, aaa, "Impulses to
destroy:" I passed an empty house on the outskirts of town. A window pane had been
broken, evidently by a stone thrown from the
outside. The impulse to destroy had evidently seized some boy, and probably without much
purpose of any kind, he had proceeded to gratify his impulse .
3 Problems on the classification.
1.

9

tion bestowed on it by con11ciousness;
and (c) upon the irritability of the
person in question.
Hence:
PEDAGOGICAL

PRINCIPLES.

I.

Find out the relative strength of the
various impulses in each individual
child under your charge.
2.

·Discover what stimulus will awaken
the impulse.

3.
To inhibit an impulse direct the attention ( and thereby the energy) of
the child into some other channel by
giving the appropriate stimulus for exciting somt: desired or at least less objectionable impulse.

Criticise the above classification and suggest
4changes that you think will improve it.
Be sure to supply stimulus and out2.
let for all the available energy of the
Compare this classification with any other pupil
accessible; choose, and give reasons for your
5.
choice.

•

CHAPTER VI.
THE PEDAGOGY OF THE IMPULStS.

r.

Human nature may be considered a reservoir of energy. This energy
is constantly replenished by the nutritive processes. The impulses are
the (open) faucets through which this
energy can escape. Those faucets are
opened whenever the appropriate
stimulus is applied. Thus hunger and
savory food will awaken the impulse
to feed; whispering will stir up the impulse of curiosity; the perception of
valuables will excite the impulse to
possess; light, the impulse to see;
sound, to hear.
The intensity of an impulse depends
( a) upon the amount of available energy found at the time in the human reservoir; (b) upon the amount of atten-

Abnormal irritability (nervousness)
is almost always a physical disease.
When chronic it indicates generally
poor nutrition or habitual l~ck of fresh
air or water.
When acute, it may be
caused by any bodily discomtort, as
fatigue , or headache, or laek of ventilation.
Examples illustrative of the pedagogy of
impulses.
Illustrate a, b, c, under 1, with examples.
Give one example under each paragraph of 2.
Model: .
It is said that St. Anthony, when pursued
by impure thought rolled himself naked in
thorns and thus overcame the temptation.
Herc the impulse to impurity was inhibited
by drawing the attention to the pain of the
thorns and thus exciting the impulse to escape frem pain.
l.

Material: Boy staring out of window.
Teacher gives interesting lesson on grasshopper. Boy does not stare out of window.
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2.
PROBLEMS.
John does all the mischief in school and yet
1.
always knows all his lessons. Bill works hard,
How can that which does not yet exist, like
is never seen in mischief, and ye·t seldom knows the pleasure to be derived from eating an apple,
his lessons.
cause an action ?
Illustrations: We have used the figure
2.
of a reservoir with faucets for the mind with
What connection is there between the ability
its impulses. Criticise this figure . Devise some
of conceiving future time and the ability of
ether classification for the same subject.
forming purposes.

CHAPTER VII.
IRRATIONAL DESIRES, OR IMPULSES WITH
A CONSCIOUS END.

r. A desire is an impulse the result
of whose activity is known, and which
result is attractive to the mind. In
desire we are th us pulled towards the
action by the attractive force of th e resuit as we ll as pushed to it by the
blind pressure of the impulse.
There need however be no reasoning
or decision, even on this stage. Certain results in the future are felt to be
desirable directly and immediately,
and very often we follow our desires
without any reasoning about it. At a
certain stage of de ~elopment, this always happens .' Such a mind is in its
development at the stage of irrational
desire.
2.
The attraction of the desired resuit will cause certain activities arranged as means for the gaining of this
result. Thus the desired result may be
, considered a cause, but since it lies in
the fut'u re instead of the past, as efficient cause, and is the intended stopping place of the activity, it may be
called, final cause, aim, end, or purpose.

3.
Do we always follow the strongest desire?
4.
In what sense are w e responsible for our desires.
■-

"Sohrab and Rust um."
BY ANNIE E . LAMMING.

As the nation of today celebrates,
in song and verse, the daring deeds
and undying devotion of its heroes
and martyrs, so also did the nations
of former times.
The epic poem of the ancients was
their mode of perpetuating the names
and deeds of their bravest, m:ost noted
statesmen.
Thus Greece had her
Iliad and Odyssey; Rome, the Aeneid;
Germany, the Nibelungenlied, and
England, the Arthurian Legends. Persia is not to be overlooked in this matter and she offers us her epic poem
"Sohrab and Rustum," well knowing
that its hero, Rustum, both deserves
and will receive as high a place in our
esteem as does Achilles, Ulysses, Siegfried, King Arthur, or even as Hercules himself.
. Besides perpetuating the memory
3 . Give several examples of desires Be sure of the Iranian heroes, "Sohrab and
t o state them m psychologica l language. Use Rustum" has immortalized the name
in preference examples from your own life or of Matthew Arnold, the son of the illus-

observation .
Model : The baby has an instinct, or blind
impulse to eat. The older child finds out that
eating pie is very pleasant, and so it desires
pie . H ere the knowledge of the pleasure of pieeating reinforces the feeding instinct by adding
the impulse towards pleasure. This new enlightened and increased tendency towards pieeating is a desire.

trious Dr. Arnold of Rugby; for this
Persian epic is the work of his pen and
it has been awarded a leading place
among the noted books of the day.
Rustum, a descendant of the royal
house Seistan, is the hero of the epic.
He is of a wild, roving disposition and
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loves the hunt, the battle-field, and his hands, and the sorrow of parting from
beautiful war-horse, Ruksh, much bet- you would break my heart."
ter than anything else; but in his
Now that Sohrab knows his true
wanderings he meets and becomes origin he is eager to raise troops, deenamored of a beautiful maiden, the feat the Iranians, and win a kingdom
daughter of the king of Samengan.
-o f which his father shall be king; then
The princss Tahmina has heard of the joint forces will attack Afrasiab
Rustum's wonderful prowess and loves and unite his kingdom with the Iranhim before she has even seen him; the ian empire.
king and his subjects also admired the
This pleases Afrasiab; he plans to
hero, so when Rustum asks the hand ot have either the father slain by his son
the hand of Tahmina in marriage, or the son by his father; he him$elf will
everyone is very much delighted and slay the survivor and the world will be
the nuptials are celebrated with great his own.
For this reason he takes
reio1cmg. Rustum,
however, soon great care that the name of Rustum be
wearies of a settled life in the city and not mentioned so that Sohrab shall
returns to his old pursuits, leaving his hear it, but Rustum learns of the fame
young wife in her father's house once of the youthful warrior who is so very
more.
successful in the fight and knows not
When the little son, whom she names that it is his 0wn son.
Sohrab-the joyful-is born, Tahmina The camps of both armies are wrapped
was so fearful lest his father sho uld in slumber; a haze overspreads the lowtake him to train him to be a warrior lands, hiding the beams of the rising
like himself, that she circulated th e re- sun. No sounds disturb the peaceful
port that th!'! child is a puny littl e g irl. sleep of the troops; but Sohrab is
Rumor conveys this report t o the wakeful and restless .
He leaves his
father. Of course he can have no home tent on the lowlands beside the Oxus
for a daughter, so he lets the child re- and threads his way in and out bemain with its mother and does not tween the tents of his comrades till
bother himself about it; do es not ~ven he reaches a hill where once stood a
take measures to find out if t he repo rt clay fort, but on which is now pitched
be true or false.
th e black tent of the aged Peran-Wisa.
So Sohrab lived with hi s moth er and The old man lies asleep on his rug·s,
grandfather till he was quite a youth, but quickly aw:::kens on hearing footbut he knew nothing of his father. steps in his tent; Sohrab hastens to exHe wishes the two
One day however, his mother told him plain his mission.
whose son he was, but bade him to armies to have a days' truce while he
keep silent upon the subject lest tries his skill in arms with the bravest
Afrasiab, the enemy ot Rustum, should Persian, whom he challenges to meet
seek to destroy the son in order to him, man to man. "If I prevail, Ruswreak vengence upon the father. Soh- tum will surely hear of it," tor "of a
rab was a brave, handsome, well-de- single combat fame speaks clear."
veloped youth, a son any man might
Peran-Wisa discourages Sohrab's
be proud of, and Tahmina said: "0 idea at first and tries to prevail upon
my boy! If Rustum learned that you him to remain and share the common
had become such a mountain of valor, lot in battle; in reply to Sohrab's one
he would perhaps demand you at my desire to seek his tather he says:
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Seek him not through fight!
Seek him in peace, and carry to his arms.
Oh, Sohrab carry an unwounded son!
But Sohrab still insists and PeranWisa yields.
He accompanies the
youth to the p!ain, where both armies
are assembling in battle array. The
old man, from his position on the
sands between the hostile files, proclaims
Sohrab's
challenge;
the
Tartars rejoiced, "the pale Persians
held their breath with fear."
The challenge was acepted, but,
alas, it was to Rustum that the Persians looked, as the only one among
their number who stood any chance
of defeating the brave young Tartar.
Rustum had but lately joined the
force; his scarlet tents were pitched
apart from the rest and he was in a
sullen, jealous mood, as Gudurz found
when he ~ade known the request ot
his commander. At first Rustum refused to comply, maintaining that the
· king preferred young men to old men
and loved him no more, but Gundurz
taunts him:
"Take heed, lest men should say,
Like some old miser, Rustum hides his fame
And shuns to peril it with younger men!"
Rustum is very much incensed; he
will go but it shall be in plain armor ;
he will fight unknown; men shall not
say of him that he was matched in
single fight with any mortal man. His
followers arm him and he betakes
himself to the plain, Ruksh, his faithful hor5e, following at his heels. The
Persians knom him, even in his plain
array, and lustily cheer him; "but the
Tartars knew not who he was."
Rustum eyed the Tartar youth and
pitied him; he tried to dissuade him
from entering into what he considered
so unequal a contest, saying:
"Oh Sohrab, wherefore wilt thou rush on
-death?

Be governed! Quit the Tartar host, and come
To Iran, and be as my son to me,
And fight beneath my banner till I die
There are no youths in Iran brave as thou."
Hope filled Sohrab's soul; surely he
had found his father at last, but Rustum denied his name, he knew not that
he had a son and thought that Sohrab
would boast of having met the mighty
Rustum on equal terms.
His anger
waxed fierce and he spoke harsh,
threatening words to the boy, who then
quietly prepared for the contest.
Rustum's anger stood him in poor
stead and he made sorry work ot it, for
Sohrab's agility was an unusual attribute in a warrior and Rustum did not
know what to make of it so it vexed
him still more.
Rustum struck with
his club, . "which none but he could
yield." "Sohrab sprang aside, leithe as
a glancing snake."
The club struck
th e .earth and leaped from Rustum's
hand. The shock brought Rustum to
his knees and Sohrab might have
slain him, had he chosen. But he does
not chose. Instead he asks again if his
opponent be not Rustum.
"Thou say'st thou art not Rustum, be it so!
Who art thou, then, that canst so touch my
soul?"
He proposes a truce and wine. Rustum choked with rnge, hurled forth a
volley ot hateful taunts and the conte5t
was resumed.
"And you would say that sun and stars took
part
In that unnatural conflict, for a cloud
Grew suddenly in heaven, and dark'd the sun.
Over the fighters' heads; and a wind rose
Under their feet, and moaning swept the plain,
And a sandy whirlpool wrapp'd the pair."
At length Sohrab shattered his sword;
Rust um shrieked "Rustum" then madly
hurled his spear and it entered Sohrab's
side. The boy was struck with amazement when he heard "Rustrum" and
he made no effort to defend himself;
the clouds dispersed and the two
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armies saw the pair-saw "Rustum
standing, sate upon his feet, and Sohrab
wounded on the bloody sand."
The expiring youth sorrows at being
compelled to die before he has found
his father, he frets ;t being vanquished
by an unknown victor, but the thoughts
of his lonely mother and poor old
grandfather overpowered him more
than all the rest-for he says: "The
mighty Rustum will avenge my death."
"My 'father, whom I seek through all the
world,
He shall avenge my death, and punish thee!"

Rustum answers:
"What prate is this of fathers and revenge?
The mighty Rustum never had ;i, son "

Sohrab proves his birth by means of
Rustum's seal, the image of ·which
was tattoed on his arm in babyhood.
Rustum doubts no more, but utters one
shacp cry: "0 boy-- thy father!"-then
:Sinks to the earth.
His sorrow for his dreadful deed was
bitter and he would tain have destroyed
himself; he threw dust upon his head
and sobbed aloud. Even Ruksh joined
-in their g!ief and
, ''The big tears rolled down his fa"ce and caked
the sand."

The father would gladly have died
-in his child's stead or have given any
boon to have kept his boy beside him,
but Sohrab tells him that it has all
been so ordered by fate and that they
must submit to the inevitable . He
-asks only that that the Tartars · may be
allowed to retire unmolested and that
bis father convey his body to Seistan,
bis own city, and bury him' there, erecting a far-seen pillar over his resting
place. · This Rustum sadly promises to
do. Sohrab is satisfied. He withdraws
the irrating spear from his side; the
blood rushes forth in a crimson flood
and the youth sinks prone on the red
sands with a last, long, loving look at
his unfortunate father.
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"The great Rustum drew his horseman's
cloak
Down o'er his face, and sate by hisdeadson."

The yellow Axus flows sullenly onward; the camp-fies glimmer through
the falling mist; night spreads her
sable mantle over the scene, distilling
peace and quietness in her wake; and
the gathering dusk envelops the victor
and the vanquished.
The Teaching of Geography in Our
Public Schools.
BY W. H. MAC CRAKEN,

In preparing this paper the • writer
is actuated more by the desire of promoting inve,stigation, than by any wish ·
to express his own ideas upon the mind
of the reader.
Many good books have been, and are
still being published, telling teachers
just "How to teach geography," and
no two of the writers present the same
scheme, the inexperienced teacher finds
himself in the position of Mr. Boffin
during the perusal ot the "Decline and
Fall," willing to believe half, but woefully at a loss to know which half to
believe.
The difficulty, like most troubles,
lies in the manner in which we view
the subject. Few of us ever reach an
eminence so high that from its summit
we can grasp all the details of the
landscape at our feet, and appreciate
the relation of each · factor to all the
others, and the mutual interdependence
existing among all.
Usually we are content to climb a
lesser peak, and thence call down to
the multitude climbing below, a vast
amount of information, intended tor
their benefit, but often sadly misleading, on account of our limited horizon.
We are all one sided, for as yet no
man has been able • to appreciate the
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infinite, no man has scaled the height
which will ultimately enable us to
realize 'the great entirety of God's
divine conception.
I
From this one sidedness arises the
fact that each writer lays emphasis on
some one feature of the subject in
hand, and deals with it, some times almost to the exclusion of other matters
which· may strike one whose eminence
of observation faces in a different direction, as of equal, or even of greater importance.
A lesson to be drawn from this fact
is that no one can become proficient in
a subj <:: ct by conning, however industriously, the productions ot any one
author. The young teacher will find it
necessary to glean his knowledg e
both of matter and of method fro m a
variety of sources. "Choosing, selecting, rejecting" material, and bein g
obliged to continually modify his
pedagogical edifice to suit the changing requirements ot educational advance.
This applies to all lines of teaching,
but perhaps in no case is its application more true than in the case of
geography, which is emphatically a
subject of changing conditions in all
respects.
Generally speaking, the geography
teacher is more deficient in "matter"
than in other requirements, and this is
not surprising if we consider that
a really adequate conception of geographic phenomena can only exist
when it rests on the broadest possible
base of scientific knowledge.
The
question will immediately be asked,
"Where can I get this knowledge?"
and the answer to be given in the
majority of cases is "In nature's own
laboratory, by the means of observation."
Many of our students have the idea

that an education is something to be
obtained from books, and entirely overlook the fact that all the knowledge of
which we at present stand possessed
has been acquired by . patient and
painstaking prying into nature's secrets,
often
as presented by the most
humble creations.
Indeed, many a student, who can recite the laws of gravitation glibly
enough in the class room, fails to
recognize their influence in modifying
his own personal surroundings,
We are continually lifting ourselves
out of difficulty by our boot straps, or
at least trying to do so in our every
day life, because we fail to ;i.pply what
we are supposed to know.
The writer has known a teacher of
physiology who complained that his
students " would -not know a gland if
they were to meet it on the streets!"
A deplorable state of things, indeed ,
but perh aps •not unusual, if we co uld
r.eally pe netrate each other's thoug hts.
Let us draw our own knowledge d irectly from natu re wh en we can , an d avoid
as far as p ossible, th e discussion ot abstractions, until we have a material
basis for reasoning, whic:h will offer a
substantial s upport for the abstract
structure.
After considering the means of acquiring this foundation knowledge, the
question as to the best methods of
passing in on to our fellow creatures
may be consi.dered .
At first sight the
thing appears simple enough. Surely
it is only a case of "the rope to the
butcher, or the butcher to the ox, the
ox to the water, etc."
Certain causes
must produce certain effects, and if
you will only present your premises in
one, two, three order, the student can
not help reasoning to definite and correct conclusions. This would be true
if all children were alike, but they
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most emphatically, are not alike, and of marvelous. It should be noted howconsequently it would seem an impos- ever, that the new line of work claimed
sibility to squeeze them all into the their attention immediately, and that
same !JlOuld and expect them to come their observation· had to be carefully
-Out the same grade ot finished pro- guided and corrected. Otherwise they
ducts.
Yet, this we do from day to
seemed at first unable to clearly separday, and feel quite hurt because some
•
ate the major from minor details, and
-0f our students are so "stupid."
often in a search for minutiae would
Poor little creatures!
Does not the
fail to grasp the broader facts.
s tupidity lie in our lack of ability to
grasp their needs, rather than in their
It was often necessary at the start to
lack of power to comprehend ideas. drag in the subject under consideration
which are, to tell the truth, often none "by the tail" so to speak, in order that
too clear in our own minds?
it might appeal to the class. Indeed it
We should not forget that what may was often necessary to present it in
appeal to us as the most logical way sevtTal ways before all the pupils had
in which to present a subject is by no a conception of it.
means nec essarily the .most logical
As time went on these evils began
way in which the student may receive
it. The teacher and pupils view th e in a great measure to correct themsubject from a variety of standpoints, selves. The children had a more comand the elephant resembles tree, wall, mon concrete basis from which to
rope, etc., and oftentimes the student is reason, and though each possessed a
compelled to relinquish a correc t idea . ' 'pt·rsonal equation" which modified his
of his own, which the teacher does not results, still they became perhaps as
understand, for an idea of the teacher's homogeneous as was really desirable.
which he, the student, cannot clearly It should be noted that special stress
grasp. On one occasion the writer was laid on the connection existing behad a geography class of twelve aver- tween each phase of the subject, and
age boys and girls, of from ten to four- the next, and the children were thus
teen years of age. The tim e granted
for the work was forty weeks, and the enabled to think of each point in a
work was to a certain extent an ex- variety of ways, always with personal
periment
experience for a basis if possible.
The idea of the course was to have
A difficult point proved to be the
the children denve their knowledge question as to what to teach, and what
in as great a degree as possible from to omit, for as soon as the interest was
concrete sources, and the teaching in- kindled, the children grasped with
volved much field work, and the per- avidity whatever was offered, and
sonal investigation on the part of the struggled manfully to comprehend
students of the common natural phe: really abstruse matter, often too, with
nomena.
a completeness of result, quite surprisAt the outset a great difference mg.
manifested itself in the power to reason,
It was obvious that only certain
but most of the children displayed a phases of the matter in hand could
keenness of observation, but little short be used.
Y ct geography is so com-
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plex an affair, and each feature is so
A , point to be noted 1s this, that
dependent for its existence on all the sometimes what seemed the natural
others that to discriminate and choose order of the course had to be changed,
material was almost hopeless.
and matter for which the children
Whether the course adopted was seemed prepared, to be postponed to a
wise or Btherwise is open to question, later' time. This would seem to indibut the plan ultimately pursued was cate defective observation and judgsomewhat as follows :The greate'lt stress ment on the part of the teacher, and
was laid upon those portions of the serves only to emphasize the point that
subject that could best be investigated to to be a successful teacher one must
at home when known conditions existed, daily learn more from the children,
and the pupil learned first what was at than they learn from him.
hand, whether physiographic,
hisHaving "broken the ice," the writer
torical, social or commercial.
hopes to see papers discussing this
Presumably when he had grasped · work, ?oth from teachers and stu?ents,
the idea of the progressive develop- for while we . shall never agree, still we
ment of his own environment in all its can each learn from the other, and in
aspects, he was the better able to com- tl;is way alone . can we hope to achieve
prehend foreign conditions.
healthy educat10nal growth:
,
In discussing those regions which
were remote from the students' habitat
the broadest view possible was taken,
both of material surroundings, and of
social conditions, and very little attention
was given to those unimportant minutiaes which are usually understood to
be an assential part of the geography
of a country.
Those portions of the subject which
were best calculated to help the student
in his after life received · emphasis, and
a know ledge of soil formation was considered of greater importance, than
that the pupil should be able to repeat
a list of the county, seats of his state.
As far as the teacher was able to
judge of results, the students did not
gain as large a number of facts, as are
usually acquired in forty weeks.
. Indeed, they scarcely possessed a
fact empirically, but as far as a usable
knowledge of geography was concerned, the result seemed satisfactory.

The Land of Christ.
Under this title, the Passenger Department of the Chicago, Burlington &
Northern Railroad has issued a splendid series of views made by the halftone process from photographs taken
in the Holy Land. The subjects embrace people, scenery and cities, as
they exist today in that famous country.
The work 1s published in twelve parts,
each containing from twelve to fifteen
views. Each picture is fully explained
by descriptive reading matter. A
sample part will be sent to any address
on receipt of two cents in postage, and
the complete set will be forwarded,
postpaid, on receipt of ninetv-five
cents.
Postage stamps will· not
be received for the full set, hut
remittance must be made to the undersigned by draft, postal order, express
money order, or registered letter.
This is a rare chance to secure more
than two hundred views of the Land
of Christ for less than one dollar.
Address GEo. P. LYMAN,
G. P. A., C. B. & N. R. R.,
St. Paul, Minn.
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Last term.
How tempus does fugit!

Bicycle enamelmg and repairing
is our specialty. We have the machinery for building bicyles to order. Send
us your work and save time and express charges. Headqu,a rters Cycle
Co.

Mr. T . is getting rather Hasty in his
thoughts of late. Be careful Louis; a
Some of our sprinters are in training. hasty development of the brain is
We welcome the opportunity to play dangerous.
tennis .
Teacher-What other word sounds
Are you getting ready for field day?

J. Kendall Clark, '97, left Saturday, like union?
Mr. G. - Onion.
March 12, to take charge of a three
months' school near Princeton.
Mr. C.~What is the difference be_ The lecture given by Dr. Forbes Fri- tween a brace and a bracket?
Ans.-A bracket has corners and a
day evening, March Ir, was largely atbrace al ways reminds me of ab( eau)ow
tended by N ormalites.
J. Adam Bede entertained the stu- without a string.
Mr. H.--Mr. M., can we see without
dents with his witticisms tor a short
eyes?
time one n10rning recently.
Mr. M.--Yes, sir; we can see with an
H. W. Getchell was in Minneapolis, eye .
Saturday, March I2.
When your best girl ceases to look
Teacher-Why did not Miles Stand- favorably on your suit, you know it is
ish, himself, deliver this very impor- time to change and get a suit made to
tant message?
to measure for about halt price by John
Pupil--Well, he wasn't afraid of the Knudsen at 405 St. Germain street.
mouth of a cannon or of the firing of
bullets, but he .was afraid of a woma:i's _Prot.- A nice red apple is lying ori
the table and nobody is around. If I
thundering mouth.
wanted to grab it and stick it in my
Mr.Geo. Patterson ot Little Falls, pocket but did not do it, what would
spent Sunday, Feb. 5, with his daughter that be?
Etta.
Class-Inhibition.
The latest hair wash~ " Bi chloride
Prof.-But supposing I took it, what
of mercury."
would that be?
Mr. W.-Stealing.
Rubbers left at the "Home." ls it
Bowing Bros. have just put m a
an excuse, boys? Come and get them
as they take up a good deal of room. stock of the best olives m bulk.
Motto of the Home-"M uch Ado
About Nothing."
Miss H.-Miss K., what vegetation
_grows on the southern slopes of the
Himalaya mountains?
Miss K.--Sheep.

Our '98 line of bicycles-Dayton,

$50 and $75; Crescents, $20, $25,
$30, and $75, chainless, and tandems
$75. Don't make a mistake and buy
before you see
Cycle Co.

us.

Headquarters
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A good fountain pen 1s a constant
ddight, a poor one tries the patience
of the most angelic. If you want the
best .fountain pen made, gd a Waterman ,it $2 .50. If you want a g0od
Mr. Konseet-Don't you think huspen at a low price, get one of Clark bands are terribly aggravating at times-!'
Bros.' dollar -pens. Money refunded if
Mrs. Konseet-Oh, ·very; especially
we can't suit you in either case.
when they ask whom you think you
would have married if you hadn't marMr. H-y- How did the· Crusaders
ried them.-Ex.
get to Jerusalem?
Mr. H--t-They walked.
His Blunder-Ah, I see I have conMr. H-y-By land or sea?
veyed a wrong impression! said the
Mr. H-t-By sea.
young man who had mistakenly kissed
Th~ Sr., Jr. and A Latin classes have the young woman's maiden aunt in the
organized a club "The Comites Latini," darkened hallway as he came in.-Ex.
for the study of sociology and literaIts Value-The Artist, complacentture. They meet every Friday after- · ly-This picture with the frame is
noon.
worth $325 .
The "Airships" are all right.
His Friend-Come, old man! you
Miss Edith Whittemore entertained never gave $3oo for th at frame.-Ex.
a number of her friends · at her home,
701 'Second avenue, Monday evening,
March 7. Every one present declares
Miss Whittemore a most excellent entertainer, and all were sorry when the
time came to go home.

A Plasant Fature
Is the dining and cafe car service, serving a la carte meals, attached to Fast
Trains running from Minneapolis and
St. Paul to Milwaukee, Chicago and
Eastern and Southern Points, via the
Just think of it; we played tennis on Wisconsin Central Lines. Your ~earthe 8th of March.
est ticket agent can tell you about
other pleasant features on the WisconHarry says he would rather have an sin Central.
armful of girls than anything else.
]As. C. PoNo, G. P. A.,
tf.
Where would you get them, H?
Milwaukee, Wis.

If You Want Yourr

The Most Complete Line of _ _ _"'2>.

Spring Suit fuoolen Soods
Made to Measure we can accommodate
you, for we carry the Largest Sample
Line in the city. Also one of the largest
lines of Heady-to-wear Suits, etc. Give
us a call.
•

PRICE'S,

Clothing and Shoes.

For the Spring and Summer of 1898
from FRED KAUFMAN, the American Tailor of Chicago is now on
Exhibition at John Knudson's
office. Now is your chance to get
your graduating suits.

'-JOHN KNUDSON

603 .St. Oermam Street.

,•

,1,,

.

THE NORMALIA.

QJJ. •J rJ

•

MISS. M. L. HULL is :how in the Eastern
I
l
1:f~rket making a careful selection of new s~ri1;1g
J µnlhnery. Some fine up- tJ11 . P ~ - n
to-date Easter Hats will soon arrive. Wait for her.II(• cl..,. vTUtt.

.I( I

At

,tn er1rI

.

Fandel's_.e--.~

FOR Ef\STER
The best line of Kid Gloves just received-the new line, the celebrated Wertheimer Ideal
Glove Fastener; beautiful line of Capes, Jackets, and Skirts. . The finest line of Dress
Goods north of the Twin Cities
Thompson G~ove fitting;
Dr Warner's and the best
Corset in America for fit, durability and comfort-the "Flexibone" at

FRANK . FANDEL'S, 602 St. Germain Street. Corner 6th Ave. S. .
}.)

}.)
}.)

,.,
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Jn your room is always enjoyable

~

A Full Line of Cookies, Ca~es and Oliv~s at
'-

_r Sam

~

...

«IY.
IY
«IY.
«IY

Mack re If' s Grocery Store.

No, 23 Piftt, f\veQue 5out!J.

«~
«IY
IY
~

I«

Sponges, Ferf-u.r,n.es,
Hair Brushes,
.. .
Tooth Brushes and Full .
Line Druggist s-u. ndries.
~©41 ~it. (li~irm:wi,\nllj) ~*~~

~ p~d :wi,\Il ~ik'llj)\tn@ll'JI fo
PilJJy~id~llj)~' Pw~~ceiri1Pii@ll'Jlilll•

J.M. Brown

HAS just returned from the land of the
Heath and Heather and is now readv to
meet his numerous friends and ·customers. He is ready to make prices on
gi'.·aduatingsuits which will surprise you.

·C ar,dy Kitct,~el).

1

.

,

•

.

•

.

_

.,

,

•rhe first and only one . in St. Cloud. - Fresh roasted
peanuts alwaye hot. Fresh taffies and cre~ms made
every day.
- . .- . \ .- . , .-

Miltonr A. Cotter, 'Prop.

THE NORMALIA.

DB. e. n. WJITIJG,
Ear, Eye, Nose and Throat.
Office over Molitor's Drug S:tore
St. Cloud,
Minn. PALACE

PALACE
SLEEPING
DINING
CA.RS,
AND
FAM.J:.LY
MEALS
TOURIS'L'
SERVED
CARS.
ALA CART:11.

JOHN COATES,

LIVERY AND OMNIBUS STABLES.
First Street So., Opposite West Hotel.

Special Rates to Students.

Through service b E>tween St. Paul, Minneapolis,.
Helena, Butte, Spok ane, Seattle and Portland.
Connections, at western terminal for Kootenai
country, Ore11:011 and California points, Alaska,
J apan and China. · Connections· at Twin Cities lo.points east and south.

Best Livery in the City . .

.

,.,_
Passenger Trains leave as follows:

Buses Make all Trains.

GOING WEST.

GOING EAST.

No.lExSunday 11.00am.
No.2ExSunday 2.05pm.
No.3daily4.00pm.
No.4daily 4.00 pm.
No.lllExSundayWillmar No. 8 daily 4.50am .
at 4.05pm
No. 6 arrives 3:50 p. m.
No. 5 11:10 a. m.
No.112anives from WillNo.7 daily 10.55 pm.
mar 11.00 am. ExSuo.
No. 128 way freight Sandstone 7:00 am.
No 127, from Sarn,l stooe arrives 2:30 p.m.
No. 8 r11n~ via Clearwa'ter .
St, i:tloub , .Minn,

\17 5th :a~enue $outb,

No.

128 makes connections at

~00ts

-

DEALER I N -

..r

a,n~

ltofiJ®

1'f

·

0

611 ST. GER MAI~ S1REET.

Th,-, Gr eat N orth ern offers ,'lpec'ial inducernenta:J
in the 1va11 of e~tra coaches, for Normal studenta.

~Repairing Neatly Done

Depot located -in center of city.

McDONALD & O'NEILL.
PROPRIETORS OP

Livery and City Hack Stables.

Infor,nation as to

Ume of connections and rates of fare wiU be
promptly f1wnished on application_ Calt on or
address

H. R. NEIDE, Agent.

Hacks and Rigs Furnished on all Occasions.

rn9-111 Fifth Avenue South,

Milaca

for W est Superior A,n ,i Dulnth . wr-rh 1ng D u-

lu th a t 1:15 p. m.

St. Cloud, Minn.

STUDENTS GO!

A Gramophone

•

V

We will rent to parties, receptions, etc.
20 latest records go with
it; come and hear it at the

1Racket $tore.

-·ro-

~

Swanson's
Steam Laundry,
AUO. SWANSON, Prop.

(iood Wo:rk. •
Low :P:rices.
Special Rates to Studer,,ts.
114

5th Ave. S.

St. Cloud, I'linn.

IF YOU WISH TO
MEET WITH GOOD MEAT
GO TO .. .

Kraemer'~ Meat Market

To
ST.PAUL
MINNEAPOLIS
DULUTH
AND POI N TS

WHERE THEY ..
METE IT OUT DAILY.

EAST&. SOUTH
~

To

BUTTE
HELENA
SPOKANE
SEATTLE
TACOMA
PORTLAND
CALIFORNIA
JAPAN
CHINA
ALASl<A
.
KLONDIKE

..,-Kansas City Beef a Specialty.

If you want the

Latest News read ..., ........

E. WOLFS BERG, IIGT.

THE

ST. CLOUD MINN

j Chas, S. Fee, G. P. A.

ST. PAUL, MINN.

VESTIBULED TRAINS-DINING CARS.

SAINT

TIME CARD-ST. CLOUD.

CLOUD
........_................~........,._._.........................

EAST BOUND .

►---

No. 4, Mpls . and St. Paul Ex ......... 4:15 a . m.
No. 2 Atlantic Mai! .. .... .................. 1:42 p. m.
*No . 6, Mpls. and St. Paul Local. .. 2:15 p. m.

~------ .........

.,_.._._~...................-.-..

\

.

WEST BOUND.

' *N~ . 5 Fargo Local.. .................., 11;22 a. m .

DAILY

and . ..
WEEKLY.

. No. 1 Pacific Mall.. ........................ 4:25 p. m.
No. 3 Dakota express ....•............ 10:35 p. m.
*ltaily except Sunday via Brainerd,

PnllmanFirst-Classand Tourist Sleeping Cars

Best and finest equipped
~ J O B OFFICE

In the Northwest.

i
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ST.

PAU~l:~~~~~~.:_RY CO.,
* .* *

IBOOKS,
SCHOOL SUPPLIES,

FINE STATIONERY,
ENGRAVING&STAMPING,

!EiV"Liberal discount from publisher's prices.""VDI
Write us for catalogue and prices before placing order.

_

J

(Mention this paper.)
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I THE BIG BOSTON !~
Ilil~
~

~~·

~

THE place to'buy your graduatingdresscs. We have
a fine line of goods which are very suitable for this purpose. The correct shades-just the fabric you need for
a nice graduating dress-fine goods which do not pay
us to handle in this market. We should be most pleased
to sell you these fine goods for a less price than you
would ordinarily have to pay for much cheaper goods.
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It will be decidedly to your benefit to look over this
line of goods-especially if you buy.
~~
~e again say that we
going out of the Crockery, i~
Chmaware, Glassware, Tinware and Household Hard- \fl
ware lines to stay out. Here is an opportunity for you. \fl
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l.t~
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,.,
H. FRINK & CD. ,.,

,,.,~,c.,c.~eeeeeeeeee~ee..;::.eee~ee~~-c-e,s
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\fl

Th= Low Price Regulator,_-=:::::::,,.
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few days.
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$20,000 dollars worth of new ~
spring clothing for Men, Boys and
l!!i
~ Children, furmshing goods and a
i!!II fine line of neckwear will arrive in a 'I!
1

Call in and examine our

~

we will give you special

9

Special Pri<:es to Norn,als.
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:;:,:;ing Ooe Prire ;:;::;;;:
Special rates to students.
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